
Hand Loading Practical Rifles For Best Accuracy.
By “practical rifle” I mean not a bench rest rifle. Serious bench rest competition shooters need read 
no further. 
This article is for those with a centrefire hunting or varmint rifle, who want better accuracy and who 
might benefit from my 45 years experience of hand loading, hunting & Field Rifle competition. 
Before you start, buy one or more of the better reloading manuals, read them carefully, & ask your 
firearms dealer or a knowledgeable shooter about anything you don't understand. Reloading is safe 
provided you know what you are doing & basic safety is observed.
The Rifle.
Quality rifles, out of the box shoot better than others. I can recommend Tikka & Sako as quality 
products. Both have barrels which are from the same production line, & on the whole shoot as well 
as each other, despite the price difference. In other respects too they are a quality product. My 
experience with both is that with good hand loads, most reliably shoot half minute of angle 5 shot 
groups under good conditions (depending on the cartridge). Although they occasionally shoot 
smaller groups (& larger groups), half minute of angle i.e. 12mm (1/2”) centre to centre groups at 
100 metres on average is about what you can reasonably expect from a top quality sporter.
The Trigger.
You cannot shoot well with a poor trigger. A good trigger is light (1kg or less), crisp (it goes off at 
the same pressure, seemingly without warning), has no creep (does not move back before it finally 
goes off) & does not vary in these from shot to shot. If your trigger doesn't measure up, replace it or 
have a competent gunsmith fix it. Then fill the trigger box with a good teflon grease. Keep your 
trigger safe; it must not go off when the rifle is dropped or hit or when the bolt is pushed forward 
roughly. The trigger on a match rifle can be as light as 30 grams and still be perfectly safe. They 
have a complex design & are carefully made, costing maybe what you paid for your whole rifle. 
Don't imagine that a sporter's trigger is ever able to be safely adjusted down to such a light weight, 
unless perhaps for some set triggers.
The Cartridge.
Some cartridges seem to be intrinsically more accurate than others. Some are also more efficient, 
i.e. use less powder to get similar velocities from the same weight projectiles. There seems to be a 
correlation between accuracy & efficiency; really accurate cartridges like the 6 mm PPC & 222 
Remington are amongst the most efficient in their class. I have a theory that the smaller the 
explosion when you pull the trigger, the more accurate the cartridge is likely to be.
Noise & Recoil.
Noise & recoil cause shooters to flinch. Putting the right bullet in the right place is more important 
than hitting them harder. Use enough gun, but apart from that consideration, more is not better. 
Avoid ported barrels & muzzle breaks, except on really powerful calibres. They often do something 
for recoil but increase the noise to unbearable levels which will make you flinch & send you deaf.
Scopes.
Over the years, our ideas about adequate scope power have changed. Not that many years ago a 3 – 
9 X was a pretty powerful scope. Now, the same rifle may wear a 6 – 24 X or even bigger. 
Surprisingly, looking through my reloading records, my 100 m groups didn't improve as I went up 
from 9 to 24 power. What I do notice on 24, is that my hold isn't rock steady; I wobble at least a 
couple of millimetres on target. Bear this in mind and use your big scope to refine your bench rest 
style.
For accurate placement on the target, a scope with 1/8” adjustments is preferable. 
Bench Rest Technique.
Use a decent quality front rest & leather bag which supports the rifle well (so it doesn't easily tilt) 
and is quickly adjustable. A good leather rear bag with ears is essential to let you squeeze to adjust 
the vertical exactly. Many shooters use a light cloth or baby powder on their bags to allow the rifle 
to slide smoothly under recoil. A block and a couple of sand bags are a dead loss.
Your rifle will probably have sling swivels. Make positive use of them rather than removing them. 
Every shot should be made with the forend supported at the same place. You can ensure this in 



several ways, but a simple way is to push the rifle forward until the rear sling swivel contacts the 
ears of the rear bag, preventing further forward movement. This needs to be done before each shot. 
Place the front rest so that the front sling swivel does not touch its bag as it slides back under recoil. 
Make sure the rifle isn't canted (tilted) as this really affects where the bullet strikes, opening up your 
groups. The impact point should be close to (but not ON) the aiming point for the same reason. 
Records.
Recently I entered all my data for one rifle onto a spreadsheet, something I should have done long 
ago. Most people have a computer, & most will also have a spreadsheet program for it. If not, 
download “Open Office”. It's free. Take the trouble to learn to use it because it's not difficult, & it is 
a powerful tool in identifying the most accurate loads. 
I have made the mistake of chasing tiny groups, which do happen regularly, but not consistently. 
The thinking was that  those little groups indicate “best loads”.
This is a fallacy; a fallacy; a fallacy! Got the picture?
What you need to look for is the load which consistently produces small groups you can count on. 
In my case, one rifle has shot groups under 0.3” occasionally, but a couple of loads shoot around 
0.5” consistently, with just the odd group smaller or larger. Given my wobble, wind, temperature 
differences etc, this represents a “most accurate load”. 
Be sure to re-check that load on different occasions, under different conditions. Sometimes a load 
will shoot brilliantly one day, but the same batch tested on another day won't perform. Loads which 
vary like this, presumably because of temperature, humidity & air density changes are not much use 
to the club competitor or varmint field shooter.
Used for Hunter Class bench rest competition, that consistent load is able to produce a perfect score, 
placing all shots inside the 10 ring, even with some wind drift & over a range of temperatures. I 
have other loads which sometimes shoot groups of 0.3”, but just as often groups twice that & often 
larger than 1”. That load will not produce a perfect score in Hunter class, because the 10 ring is 
smaller than 1”. So often we trick ourselves into thinking that we have found a good load because 
of the odd tiny group which turns up. Human nature just seems to be able to write off those larger 
groups as flukes, due to a “bad” shot, or wind etc., while not accepting that many tiny groups are 
also just flukes!
Over the years I must have shot hundreds of groups from that rifle, using all sorts of components, in 
all sorts of conditions. It wasn't until I was able to arrange & group my loading records in that 
spreadsheet that I recognised the truth. Those “best” loads just about jumped out of the page!  Hey, 
they performed over & over, at different temperatures, in different wind conditions; consistent even 
over a narrow range of powder weights! Why had I not recognised this before? It was because I  
hadn't brought all these records together before.
But these records also revealed something else. There are gaps throughout the data; temperatures & 
shooting conditions not recorded, chronograph velocities not taken, groups not recorded. With 
better records more trends show up.
Fortunately, I had a full set of temperature & velocity records for one “most consistent” load, which 
showed that that projectile had a “most accurate” velocity (3000 +/- 30 ft/sec) & that only one 
powder produced that over a range of temperatures from 13 to 30 Celsius.
The lesson here is about record keeping as much as using a spreadsheet to bring together & 
arrange your data. As well as recording the reloading components, you also need to record 
shooting conditions, temperatures & chronograph velocities. 
Shoot your groups through your chronograph & record the velocity of each shot. You can choose 
later to record in your spreadsheet, the average velocity for the group plus either the spread 
(difference between slowest & fastest shot) or the standard deviation, if you can calculate it. A high 
school scientific calculator will easily calculate SD. Some chronographs do it for you. SD is the 
more useful record, as 66% of shots will fall within 1 SD. 
By example, a group might have an average velocity of 2860 ft/sec & a SD of 45 ft/sec. This means 
that 2/3rds (66%) of the shots using this load will be within 2815 (2860 – 45) and 3005 (2860 + 45) 
ft/sec. Conventional wisdom is that the best load has the smallest SD (or spread). It will show up 



better using the SD measure because the odd & misleading very fast or slow shot is virtually 
ignored. As a rough guide, in a long string of shots the variation of a good load will rarely be less 
than 40 ft/sec.
Assessing & Recording Conditions.
Temperature is easily read & recorded. Wind effects are much more difficult. It takes time & 
deliberate observations of wind, flags and mirage to become a reasonable judge of conditions. I 
have read as much as I can on the subject. I use a little chart of bullet movements caused by wind, 
obtained from www.benchrest.com to aim off, & I practice. Eventually I have been reasonably able 
to give a rating to the shooting conditions I observe, for the purposes of recording. This is a simple 
5 point scale, with 1 representing minimal problems & 5 horrendous! This record is very useful 
when assessing groups later.
Theory; why should one velocity produce smaller groups than another? In practice, usually at least 
two different velocities will produce “best” groups. The explanation usually given is that when shot, 
a barrel goes through various gyrations while the bullet is accelerating down the bore. The most 
significant movement is thought to be the “up & down” motion. Think of this like a pendulum, 
which stops at either end of its swing & is moving fastest through the middle of its arc. The best 
time for a bullet to exit the barrel is when this “swing” virtually stops at each end. The narrower the 
range of velocities the more likely each shot will exit at the right time, to end up in one tiny group.
Reloading.
To cut to the important points, the following is what I have found to improve groups.

1. I buy the best cases, Lapua preferably, or Sako. They are much better quality & not 
expensive.

2. I weigh my cases into batches varying by no more than 0.2 grains. You will need to buy 
fewer of the better quality cases in order to get enough cases of the same weight to be 
useful. 200 Lapua or 500 Winchester should be enough. From these you should get about 75 
of the same weight. I use collet dies to neck size these selected cases. Collet dies give cases 
a much longer life compared with normal dies. Buy the best dies rather than the cheapest.

3. I outside turn case necks to even up the brass thickness all around the neck. The idea here is 
to produce case necks with a uniform grip on the bullet. Some cases are barely scratched 
while others are cut more on one side. I cut just enough to accommodate the bullet seating. 
Usually about half the neck length is fine. Outside neck turning tools are available to fit 
some of the better case trimmers. Proper inside neck turning, as in BR case preparation 
gives a superior result, but is not worth the cost or trouble because in BR rifles the case & 
chamber sizes are carefully matched for accuracy. This is not possible in a sporter chamber.

4. I weigh my powder charges, keeping variation to 0.1 grains. When working up a load I 
increase by no more than 0.3 grains at a time in medium size cases. I check each load for 
pressure signs by examining the primer, assessing the velocity increase (see below) and if 
the load is approaching a recommended maximum, by measuring case head expansion. If 
my load is near maximum, I back it off whenever I change a component (primer, case brand, 
bullet brand etc.). Be aware when you are approaching a maximum safe load. I find that as 
the powder charge increases the velocity increases linearly (if graphed a straight trend line 
results). Near maximum pressure however, the extra powder produces much less velocity 
increase; sometimes no increase. Graphing the powder load V velocity will show this 
clearly.

5. I use match grade bullets designed for the twist rate of my barrel. Some bullet manufacturers 
state which cartridge a bullet has been designed for. Otherwise, the internet has tables of 
bullet weights suitable for various twist rates. These days some of the more accurate 
cartridges are available in rifles with a choice of barrel twists. The 223, 6mm & 308 are 
examples. Do your homework before deciding on which twist rate is suitable for the 
projectile weights & uses you have in mind. Some shooters weigh their bullets & batch 
them. The latest thinking is that the bullets should be batched by bearing surface length. I do 
neither.
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6. Select a powder which meters well through a powder thrower (has small particles), is little 
affected by temperature changes. In practice this means one of the ADI powders. ADI has 
gradually produced a number of fine grained powders to replace earlier ones. 2219, 2206H, 
BM1 & BM2 are examples. I'd try one of these first if they are suitable for your cartridge. If 
shooting bullets which are at the lighter end of the available range, I find that faster burning 
powders give better results, whereas if I'm using bullets near the heavier end of the range, 
slower powders are better. There is an old rule of thumb in choosing powders which works 
surprisingly well. This is that your best load should take up 86% of the case capacity. Just 
weigh an empty case, then fill it with powder to the top (level it off) & reweigh it. The 
difference is the powder capacity of that case. Calculate 86% of this weight & compare it 
with recommended loads for that powder.  As each powder will likely have a different 
density, repeat the process for each powder you think is suitable. The powder which comes 
closest to that 86% is the one to work with first.

7. I can't identify any difference in quality between primer brands. Winchester primers are said 
to be “hotter” than other brands of standard primers. You might like to compare Winchester 
with say CCI keeping other factors the same. Only magnum cartridges need magnum 
primers.

8. I seat my projectiles very close to the lands. I found an immediate improvement in accuracy 
when I reduced the gap from 0.25 to 0.10mm. It is smart to initially reduce the powder load 
when reducing the gap, as pressure will probably increase. Each rifle is different however, 
so check various gaps. You want your bullet to be lined up as near as possible to the centre 
of the bore so that it is not pushed sideways on entering the rifling. Bullets can yaw in the 
bore & emerge still yawing, rather than spinning properly on their axis. Not good. A bullet 
which sits almost in the lands will not be far off centre, even if the rifle has a sloppy 
chamber.

Load testing.
I load & shoot 3 shot groups. These give some indication of the load's potential only. Any load 
which looks promising goes to 5 shot groups at least. What I'm looking for is the tendency to group 
most shots; at this stage I can live with the odd “flyer”.
Potentially good loads need to be tested for consistency, which means re-testing at the range on 
another day. Make up some loads with powder charges 2 tenths above & below the initial load, but 
with all other things the same. If you are on to a good consistent load, generally all will shoot well.
Loads can only really be assessed using statistics & many shots, but this is beyond most shooters, & 
the scope of this article.


